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^ 1. An extension of Schwarz»s lemma.
One of the most important theorems in
the theory of functions is the so-called
Schwarz

f
s lemma, various extensions of

which have been established in various
directions by many authors. Garabedian
has recently established an important
and elegant extension of the lemma for a
finitely-connected domain, but his re-
sult concerns with a corollary of this
lemma, namely, the first coefficient of
the expansion of function at a given
point. On the other hand, Robinson has
attempted to extend the lemma itself,
that is, the absolute value of f(X) ,
especially, in the doubjy-connected do-
main. In the present note we shall
first establish some extensions which
correspond to Robinson

f
s one in an Ά -

ply connected domain.

We shall simply explain some domain-
functions.

Let. 3D be a given n-ply connected
domain bounded by ΎL simple closed
Jordan curves Γ̂  (v = I, • , ΎI ) , and
£r(z, c) and I2

V
(Z) be the analy-

tic functions whose real parts %-(z,ς)
and <θv(£) are the Green's func-
tion of D with a simple logarithmic
pole ζ and the harmonic measure of Γ

v
respectively. Moreover, we put

Proof. The function lά f ίz) is
not single-valued in p , in general,
on account of its poles and zeros. In
order to avoid the many valuedness we
settle a set of cuts Δ which con-
sists of simple Jordan curves, connec-
ting the points <£ ,

 α
- to the

boundary points *« , /~ respec-
tively. Then \g ?(χ) becomes single-
valued in the domain Ό

Δ
 obtained from

V by cutting along Δ . Now we
consider the integral

ftr the residue theorem we can imme-
diately calculate the value of T
and get

On the other hand, we have

First, we make use of the fact that
H ί (fc) has the saltus %κJL along
oth sides of Δ d h b t i
H ί() t

both sides of Δ
g

and hence obtain

respectively. The following two rela-
tions are well-known;

 Λ

~ΐn7 being the outer normal deri-
vative. Regarding to the periodicity
moduli

•* VIA. ~ 1 7Γ

we know

L
ΓVe are now In a position to attack

the explained problem.

Theorem 1. Suppose that T
( z j

 is
a single-valued analytic function, re-
gular and non-vanishing in T> except
eventual poles a.£ ( ̂  - ι, •••• > X) and
zeros Λ^ c /* * \, • • , Ή ) , and that it
satisfies the conditions

Hz) , f>* Z€ Γ
v
 .

Then we have the inequality:

remembering that

Comparing the real parts of both ex-
pressions for I , we obtain

1
 n

But, by the assumption,

for i e Γ
v
 and always --fc f< ,... - -

and hence we obtain the desired result:

Σ



Equality sign holds here if and only if

But, in general, the extremal function
does not exist, because, if the set of
parameters Λ,;, , α ; and ĉ , are
arbitrarily chosen, the monodromy con-
ditions, which are necessary and suffi-
cient for fίz) being single-valued,
will not be satisfied. Monodromy con-
ditions can be stated as follows?

where the tv denote some integers.
Such a Diopnantine character makes the
problem difficult to solve but plays
an important role in conformal mapping.

Theorem 1 may be considered as an
extension of Schwarz

f
s lemma and of

Hadamard's three circle theorem. Some
special eases will be mentioned as
illustrating examples.

Example l If we take, as the do-
main D , the unit circle |Zf<l ami
suppose \j(%)\ 41 for |Z| = 1 ,
then the theorem 1 yields the well-
known result:

This theorem is an extension of
Hadamard's three circle theorem due to
Teichmuller,

Example 4.
the point α.'
form oίriz-tf}*
bounded in T)
for z & Ό and if ι = o
there exists the relation

If f-(Z) has, about
, an expansion of the

U Ό * ~ - - and is
that is, if ίz)! 1= 1

, then

where o W ) is the Robin's constant.
This is an extension of corollary of
Schwarz's lemma* .

On the subarcs of

lW
0
J-vj = 0, L * Ϋ 1 , let I P M i ε '

be valid. Then, we can extend our
theorem 1 to a wider theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose that jrW is
single-valued, analytic, regular and
non-vanishing in D except eventual
poles α.̂  (μ = ι, , i) and zeros α£
(/»*i.-, OH) and that it satisfies the
conditions

Then we have the inequality:

Example 2 In the case V is
\<\z\<l and ίf(2)|4l for \z\~
and \% i * i- , we have

-1 i

explicit expression for ^^>l) is
known in this case, namely

nC.

Robinson's theorem can also be proved
by our method.

Example 3. If we adopt as ID the
annular ring ί £ jz(i ί^ and if {\Z\
satisfies the conditions lf(^)| i i for

•'•&)| i W for |z| = R.
then we obtain the in-and ί =

0
equality

1

c, *

Making use of the Teichmuller's lemma
2, we have

A

where u)(i, U;
;
 D) denotes the harmo-

nic measure of subarc Γ ^

Froof. Considering the same inte-
gral I as in the proof of theorem 1,
and remembering the fact

we obtain our theorem 2.

Theorem 2 can be considered as an
extension of Doetsch's three line
theorem. For, taking the strip
ίflkzltu., -w<ι!LZ<«> as the domain D
and ί = o , -u* 1 , £, = * , ve have

Remembering the relations
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Co >,*, 'KJ « = -it, p ) =

we obtain

the desired result.

Moreover, we shall explain another
application of theorem £•



Let P be a domain bounded by cw?..
-adial half straight lines MQ. z •-* -^ψ-
o
 c c0
 <% , and a Jordan curve ~*

passing between them which connects c
point on the line OΛA. z= -4-?*- witn
a point on the line AΛ^ Z = ~+ 4- ? TL
l et Γ have the maximum distance R
from the origin. Let τ&) be re-
gular and single-valued in Ό , !f(z) I ih

for aΛ£Z = i-Lφx , Ifίfcjj^/m. for Z f ~

inequality
>-l Then we have the

Theorem 3. A necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the existence of a
function non-constant, bounded and ana-
lytic in the exterior V of a compact
set E is that

>0

and

where 1^ is the level curve 3-(z;4,°)
- -,ϊκr , and the system <λ£v, U=ι, - ,-n,)
satisfies the monodromy conditions

for - 0, J2j

For simplicity, we may take R--1
From the theorem 2, we can easily ob-
tain the inequality:

Γ D) U
o

Ou the other hand, by the domain-ex-
tension yrinciple (Prinzip der Gebiets-
erweiterung) for the harmonic measure
co , we can replace D by the domain

P, bounded by the lines: m^%- iγf/c
and |zi* 1 . For V

t
 , we can easily

calculate the harmonic measure explicit-
ly and we obtain i

and
+ 4-

—-r- CXΛCVOV
7L

for n *
a
°,l

z
ί

s
='

Γ
 .

desired evaluation*
Thus we obtain the

Analogous result can be established
for other straight lines. Carleman had
established an analogous evaluation.
Moreover, we can discuss an extension
of the well-known Phragmen-Lindelof•s
theorem in a sector domain.

% 2. Painleve problem.
can be stated as follows:

The problem

Let £ be a compact set in the com-
plex plane. Under what condition does
there exist a non-constant function
which is single-valued, analytic and
bounded outside of ££ ? The correspond-
ing problem for the existence of bounded
harmonic functions has already been
solved by making use of the notion of
capacity and may be stated in the fol-
lowing manner.

A necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of a function, non-
constant, bounded and harmonic outside
of 5 is that E be of positive loga-
rithmic capacity. Of course, this con-
dition is also necessary for Painleve
problem. It seems, however, very im-
portant to separate a condition for
Painleve problem from that of harmonic
function, and an effort may be attempt-
ed in the following manner.

nere ^f ^v ~ i^ bounds a subdomain -QU.
of D , and ω

v

Lw)
 are the harmonic

measure of Γ^
v
 with respect to P^ .

Pr;>of. Ahlfors has established a
condition necessary and sufficient for
the existence of non-constant, bounded
and analytic functions, which states

I ά

is attained by the
TΠ<vx f(λV
f 7»

function

satisfying the monodromy conciiiions

Denoting by $-«*(.* ̂ ," the Greenes
function of 'p^

 p
 and making use of

the relations

we obtain

equality sign holds here if and only if

ft*) is the function stated above.

So we obtain the desired result by let-

ting ^ —> OO .

This theorem is only a restatement
of Ahlfors» one, with a slight preci-
sion, for the separation of the condi-
tion to (α) and l-β) is made. Of
course, O ) is a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the corresponding
problem for harmonic functions.

I 8. Analogous problem and
applications.

A theorem of Blaschke and Ostrowski
which refers to izU 1 , can be ex-
tended to the % -ply connected case.

Theorem 4.
curve $-(*,i)a -

Let w
 be a level
and let ft*)



have an infinite number of zero points
A-Λ , and be regular and single-

valued in P , and let p satisfy
the conditions

r1

î z-m and -FΊ
|1

inequalities:
being defined by the

Then a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for the convergence of the posi-
tive term series

is the boundedness of integral

aii

Proof. In the first place, we as-
sume that f (z

β
") * o . In the proof of

theorem 1, we have obtained

,. being defined by the equalities

where λ
Λ
 denotes the multiplicity of

the zero &* .

Proof. We consider the integral

[
Then, we can make use of similar dis-
cussion as in Theorem 1,

Theorem 6. A necessary and suffi-
cient condition for ζ^ΊHί (*>£r

c<
£> *0

< oo is L Tfk. iiz)d£ < oo . where
we adopt the following assumptions:

(1)

(11)

(Hi)

has an Infinite number
of poles "(X* and -β-

f (X) for % 6- Γv

which yields

Γ

On the other hand, there exists
Jά% tlSJftJl - *(* . ' *£) which
gives the desired result. Next, we
consider the case f (*.) = o . Then,
we have only to consider the sum

where \ denotes the multiplicity of

Theorem 5 Let t ι
ι
) be a single-

valued, analytic function whose real
part satisfies the inequalities
& f 6

 c
 for a e Πfor& f(O 6 c v for a e Π

has a f i n i t e number of poles α
(*=!,..., i) . Then we have

and

(*) Received May 15, 1950.
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